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This SAYFUT Seamless Sports Bra will quickly become your go-to bra when you want not only comfort but also style. The seamless
construction offers a smooth silhouette and a comfortable fit. The bra features a sexy criss-cross back style. This bra is perfect for a light
workout or your next yoga class. Pair with your most comfortable yoga pants or workout tights. This sports bra also comes with an intuitive
pullover style that is simple to take on and off, so you spend less time in the dressing room and more time exercising. Choose from several
colors to find the set best suited to your style. Designed with a full-coverage crop top neckline, the SAYFUT Sports Bra can be flaunted under
shirts for a cool flash of color.SAYFUT Women's Active Low Impact Seamless Sports BraSeamless technologyFull coverageRemovable padded
cupsLow ImpactAdjustable strapsWide bustline bandNo underwireAbout Sports BraA Sports Bra is a bra that provides support to female breasts
during physical exercise. Sturdier than typical bras, they minimize breast movement, alleviate discomfort, and reduce potential damage to chest
ligaments. Many women wear sports bras to reduce pain, and physical discomfort caused by breast movement during exercise. Some sports
bras are designed to be worn as outerwear during exercise such as jogging.The design challenges of Sports BraSports bras can either
encapsulate or compress breasts. Bras that encapsulate breasts have molded cups, while compression-type bras restrict movement by
flattening the breasts. Encapsulation-type bras generally are more effective at reducing discomfort, but some women prefer compression
designs.The most common sports bra is basically designed like a tank top with the bottom half cut off. Other designs use gel and water pads,
silver fibres, and air bags. A stitchless bra was made by Wacoal, was molded, compressed, and shaped. A compressed bra is designed to push
the breasts against the chest to reduce movement and bounce. Other bras are kni 
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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
12,90 €

Discount -4,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerSAYFUT 

Description Women's Active Seamless Yoga Workout Sports BraFull coverage, removable paddingsMoisture wicking for everyday
comfortIntuitive pullover style, easy to wearTag-free, no wires, wide bustline band 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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